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We present plasma, magnetic field, and electric field data of the Pioneer Venus Orbiter (PVO) showing that the shocked solar wind 
in the Venus inner ionoshcath exhibits flow conditions substantially different from those in the outer ionosheath. In particular, lhe 

plasma density is seen to drop significan1ly to low values wi1hin a layer adjacent to, and downstream from, the planet’s ionopause. 
This change is not seen 10 dcvclop gradually as the PVO moves into that region of space but occurs abruptly across a well-defined 
iransition which cxtcnds downstream along the flanks of the Venus ionosheath. We explore the implicalions that these observations 

have in regard to the character of the interaclion process between the shocked solar wind and 1he ionospheric plasma. It is argued 
that [he existence of a sharply bounded region in the inner ionosheath within which lhe plasma density is severely depressed is 

consistent with lhc existenceof friction processesat and near the ionopause.Plasma pcrturbationsgenerated at this latter boundary, 
and distributed downstream lhrough the ionosheath flow, may be responsible for the change of properties exhibited by the solar 

wind plasma in the inner ionosheath. 

INTRODUCTION 

Despite over 25 years of continued experimental and theoretical research of the Venus plasma environment there are still 

important features of the shocked solar wind that have not been properly identified and hence that have not been suitably 

incorporated to current descriptions of the local flow conditions. A particularly notable example is a plasma transition present 

along the flanks of the Venus ionosheath in the region adjacent to, and downstream from, 1he Venus ionopause. Across this 
transition the shocked solar wind experiences important changes which lead to an effective deceleration and expansion of the 

plnsmn in 1he inner ionosheath. 

Even though this transition was identified in the plasma data obtained during the 1967 Mariner 5 Venus fly-by /l,U, and was 
further reported from measurements conducted with the Venera 9 and 10 orbilers 13,4/, little has been learned in a statistical sense 

about its geomelric and physical properties. Much of what is known in this respect derives mostly from recent studies of the electric 

field and plasma data of the PVO /5,6/, and further efforts /7l are underway to include the magnetic field data. Here we report on 
what has been learned on the changes of the plasma density that the solar wind experiences across the intermediate transition both, 

in thecasestudies reported so far and as a result of the statistical examinationof the PVOdata. We will argue that there is now 

abundant information which confirms 1he presence of that transition as a steady state feature of the Venus ionosheath and that the 
PVO data shows variations consistent wilh those infcrrcd from the Mariner 5 measurements. 

I-HE MARINER 5 AND VENERA 9-10 PLASMA DATA 

There is in the early report of the Mariner 5 measurements of the Venus plasma environment /l/an extensive discussion on the 

plasma transitions identified in that spacecraft’s 1ransit near Venus. The authors of that report noted that in addition to the 
inbound nnd outbound crossing of the planet’s bow shock there is evidence of an additional transition embedded deep within the 
ionoshcath (shocked solar wind) region. Profiles of the plasma patamctcrs and magnetic field lntenslty recorded as the spacecraft 

approached Venus from the wake and exited upstream from it are reproduced in Figure 1. These show a bow shock crossing (at t - E 
- 160 min, inbound, andat t - E + 20 min, outbound, E being the time of closest approach)acrosswhich thebulkspeed islowerin 

the downstream side while the plasma density, the thermal speed, and the magnetic field intensity are higher in that side of the 
transition. A second transition (at t - E - 100 min, inbound, and at t - E + 5 min, outbound)is also evident in the behavior of 

thcsc parameters. Here the bulk speed begins a furlhcr decrease in the inner ionosheath and the thermal speed a further increase 

in (hat region. Unlike at the bow shock, however, 1he plasma density and the magncticficld intensity are lower in the downstream 

side. The changes in these two lalter paramcten indicate that the flow experiences locally an expansion rather than a 

compression. 

‘I’hc unexpected changes experienced by 1hc shocked solar wind at the inner (intermediate) transition led 10 arguments regarding 
the possibiiity that the fealures identified in the solar wind-Venus interaction region may be better described in terms of local 

density fluctuations (analogous to cometary tail rays). In this view /8/ the density and magnetic field features may reflect 1ime 

variations of the interaction process rather than a steady state situation. In any case, in the initial Mariner 5 report /I/, and in the 
literature that derived from it /9/, emphasis was placed in the marked decrease of the density and magnetic field intensity seen 

across it; a variation 1hat was bclicvcd could have resulted from 1he entry of the solar wind flow into the planet’s wake. For this 
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Fig. 1. (uppcr~ncl)?tajcctoryoftheMerintrSspacec’~tduringitrVenus~y-byin 1967projected 
on a plant in which the vertical coordinate is the distance to the Sun-Venus line (the curves labeled 
“BS”. “IT”and “I” indicate, rcspcctivcly, representative shapes for thebowshock, the inlermediale 
transition and the ionopause). (lower panel) Magnetic field intensity, Thermal speed, density, and 
bulk speed of plasma fluxes detcctcd along the Mariner 5 trajectory near Venus (from 121). 
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Fig. 2. Ion tcmpcraturc and ilow speed measured by the Venera 10 spacecraft as it entered the 
Venus wake and moved toward the planet on April 19,1976 (from 141). 
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reason that feature was addressed as a strong rarefaction wave which marks the outer extent of the flow perturbed by that 
process. It should be noted, however, that in a later publication /2/ it was pointed out that the higher plasma temperatures that 
characterize the plasma downstream from such a rarefaction wave hinder that interpretation; namely, a gas filling-in the wake behind 

a body is expected to cool off rather than to exhibit higher temperatures. 

The Venera 9 and 10 plasma data /3,4/showed plasma changes that are, in general, consistent with the Mariner 5 results. A useful 
example is reproduced in Figure 2 for the April 19,1976 pass of the Venera 10 through the Venus near wake. As that spacecraft 
approached the planet there is clear evidence of a bow shock crossing (at - OOCKI MT. Moscow Tie) in the ion temperalure and 
bulk speed profiles. Asin the Mariner 5 encounter a second plasma transition canbe identifieddeep within the ionosheath (at - 0150 
AU). The nnli correlation belwccn lhc sudden variation ofthc plasma temperature and lhc flow speed seen across lhis transition is 
the srrmc as lhat obscrvcd in lhc Mariner 5 fly-by and, as in that case, reveals that the decrease of the bulk velocity may indeed be 
very significant. Equally important to lhis consideration is lhc fact lhat the region where the second transition is locatedalong the 
trajectory of the Vencra 10 is cquivalcnl lo that in the Mariner 5 trajectory where the intermediate transition was observed. 

Despite thcsc consislcncics no further comparisons were made with the Mariner 5 results partly because no information on the 
variations of lhc plasma dcnsily and magnetic field across lhc second (inner) plasma transition was presented in the Veners reports 
in which lhal transition was discussed. Thus, prior to the PVO experiment the only data suggesting an expansion process in theVenus 
inner ionosheolh came from lhe Mariner 5 ily-by mcasurcmcnts. 

PVO ELECIRIC FIELD AND PLASMA DATA 

A substanlial incrcmcnl in lhc idcnlificalion of lhc inlcrmediatc lransilion as a slcady slam feature within the Venus ionoshealh was 
achieved lhrough the analysis of the IWO electric field and plasma data. Through a technique based on the comparalivc 
examination of lhc signals recorded in lhc 30 kHzchanne1 of the eleclricfield detector and lhe energy spectra of plasma fluxes 
measured with lhe plasma instrument it is possible lo identify short scale variations in lhc plasma density within the ionoshealh flow. 
In particular, the 30 kHz channel is suitable for measuring plasma (Langmuir) oscillations at the local plasma frequency when the 
dcnsily is - 10 cm-3 110-121, as is usually the case in lhe freestream solar wind. The use of the plasma and the electric field data to 
examine density variations in lhe Venus plasma environment was firs1 described in /5/ for the conditions observed in lhe inbound 
pass of orbit 80 of the PVO and is iiluslraled in Figure 3. The top panel shows lhc PVO trajectory on a plane similar to lhn1 ol 
Figures 1 and 2, cxcepl that bolh lhc inbound and lhc outbound passes are shown in the same quadrant. 
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Fig. 3. (lop panel) Trajectory of the PVO during orbit 80 projected on one quadrant of a plane in which the vertical coordinate is the 
dislance Lo lhe Sun-Venus axis. (middle panel) Signals recorded in lhe 30 kHz channel of the electric field detector of the PVO during 
lhe inbound pass of orbit 80. (lower panel) Ion energy spectra measured with the PVO plasma instrument in the same pass (from /5/). 
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The clcctric Iicld signature recorded with lhc 30 kHz channel (middle panel) shows high activily upslream from the bow shock 
(indicated by the vcttical line al 1925 UT). Ibis response is consistent with the detection of plasma oscillations al that frequency 
under lypical - 10 cm-3 solar wind dcnsily values. Downstream from that transition the fiow becomes compressed and the local 
plasmc frequency occurs above lhc rcsponsc range of lhc 30 kHz channel. As a result no electric noise is observed in lhat region. WC 
note, however, that deep wilhin lhe ionoshcalh (al - 1938 UT in the pass shown in Figure 3) lhere is evidence of a brief burst of 
additional cicctric field noise in lhal channel. These electric signals, which are delccted prior lo the crossing of the ionopausc 
(marked by lhc vcrlical lint at 1945 UT), imply lhal lhc local plasma densily may have again bccomc suiloblc for lhc gcncralion of 
plasma waves near 30 kHz. Thus, it is possible that lhese signals rcpresenl oscillations al lhe plasma frequency which were 
produced by lhc sudden decrease of lhc plasma density from > 10 cm-3 values lo < 10 cm-3 values. 

l‘hc sudden expansion of lhc plasma in lhc inner ionoshcalh, which is suggeslcd by these conccpls, can bc further cxplorcd by 
examining lhc PVO plasma probe dnlo. ‘I’hcsc arc rcproduccd in the botlom panel of Figure 3 whcrc lhc lwo ion cncrgy speclra 
rccordcd as the PVO lravcrsed lhc ionoshcalh in lhe inbound passof orbit 80 are presented. The ion spectrum labeled I (inilialcd 
al 1925:23 WI’) was rccordcd while the PVO was in lhe outer ionoshcalh. The second ionspectrum(iniliatedat 1934:27UT)began 

as the PVO moved lo the inner region of the ionosheath and exhibits a different shape. Most notable is the fact that despite 
havinga lowencrgybuildupsimilarlo that oflhcfiitspcctrum lhesccondspectrumdisplaysaverystrong sudden dropof theparticle 
flux inlcnsily at around 1 keV/q. This dramatic decrease of the flux intensily occurs between 2 neighboring energy steps and involves 
nearly a one order of magnitude difference in the values recorded. Very low intensily plasma fluxes are measured at higher energies 
thereby resulting in a very unusual parliclc fiux distribution wilh a strongly depressed high energy tail. A dominant aspect of lhese 
measurements is lhc fact lhal the sevcrb drop of the parlicle fiux intensity took place very nearly at the time when the brief 
ionoshealh 30 kHz cicclric field bursts were recorded (middle panel in Figure 3). Consequently lhe data of both, the plasma probe and 
the clcclric field inslrument, are consistcnl with a sudden plasma densily decrease detected as the PVO moved into the inner 
ionoshcalh in lhal orbit. This varialion ‘is in agreement with the crossing of a plasma transition whose signature is compatible wilh 
lhal infcrrcd from lhe Mariner 5 measurements (in both cases (here is evidence for the rarefaclion of the inner ionoshealh plasma 
fluxes downslrcam from Venus). c 

Analyses similar to that conducted for the data of orbit 80 have also been carried out for olher PVO orbits. These show correlations 
between the electric field and the plasma data that are also in agreement with what was described above. An example which in 
many ways provides supplementary informalion lo that of orbit 80 is provided by the measuremenlsconducled in the outbound pass 
of orbit 60. These are reproduced in Figure 4 wilh the same format of Figure 3. In this case the brief 30 kHz elcclric field bursts 
dclccled in lhc ionoshcath occur bctwccn two different energy scans of the plasma instrument. The energy speclrum labeled II 
(iniliatcd al 2032~47 VI’) shows slrong peak fluxes characteristic of the outer ionoshcalh. By conlmsl lhc energy spectrum labeled 
I (initialed al 2023~44 UT) conlains peak fluxes significanlly smaller than those of the second spectrum. The fact that lhe first 
energy spectrum was recorded downstream from the location where the 30 kHz bursts were measured (at 2030 UT - 2032 UT) is 
consistenl wilh lhe conlcnlion lhal lhc lallcr marks lhe sudden mrcfaclion of lhc ionoshcalh plasma fluxcs.‘fhus the nearly one 
order of magnilude difference bclween lhe peak flux intensity measured in both spectm maybe indicative of the rarefaclion lhat 
the shocked solar wind experiences at lhe intermediate transition. 

IO’ IO’ E/q(V) 

Fig. 4. (lop panel) IIajectoty of the NO during orbit 60 projected on one&adranl of a plane in which the vertical coordinate is the 
dislance to the Sun-Venus axis. (middle panel) Signals recorded in the30 kHx channel of the electric field detector of the PVC during 
lhe outbound pass of orbit 60. (lower panel) Ion energy spectra measured with the PVO p&ma instrument in the same pass (from 160. 
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While it is not always possible lo find in the PVOplasmadata informationon theenergydislributionof the particle fluxesin the inner 

ionoshcath we have found the 30 kHz clcclric field bursts to be consistent markers of the flow structure in the inner ionosheath. 

These features have been identified in a large number of PVO passes with varying degree of intensity and occurrence. In many 

instances 1hcy appear unmistakably as strong single events over an otherwise. quiet background level. In others there are double or 

multiple rises which are nevertheless distinguishable from the background intensity. A further group is formed bypasses in which 

111~ signals are weak and cannot always bc clearly identified from other fIuc1uations in the clcctric field Irace across 1he ionosheath. A 
sample of passes with some of 1hc most distinguishable ionoshcath bursts for both the inbound and the outbound legs of the PVO 

trajectory is presented in Figure 5. In all the cases shown the signals occur far away from the ionopause and thus can be safely 

assumed 1hat they are not related to phenomena at that boundary. It should be noted, however, that in other orbits the electric 

field bursts are somelimes located very close to the ionopouse and thus it is difficult 10 dislinguish 1he origin of 1he feature. 

l‘he abundance of cases in which the 30 kHx cleclric field bursts appear as a scparatc and well developed slruciurc of the Venus’ 

ionosheath provides the best evidcncc available of the presence of the inlcrmediate plasma transition as an additional steady slate 
feature of that region of space. This conclusion is further supported by the peculiar distribuiion of PVO localions where such burs1s 
are detcctcd as depicted in Figure 6 for both the inbound and the outbound passes. It is to be noted tha1 despite a certain dispersion 

of the PVO position (parlicularly in the outbound passes) there are many cases which cluster in a fairly small region of the 

ionoshcalh. That region extends across and downstream from the terminator along the flanks of the ionoshealh and can be 

extrapolated downstream 10 a region which occurs in the general area where the “rarefaction wave” of the Mariner 5 data was 

iden1ified. Thus even though the Mariner 5 (and the Venera) data on one hand, and the PVO data on ihe other, apply to 

diffcrcnt downslrcam dislanccs from Venus, 1hcy arc consislcnt with the presence of one same plasma feature embedded in the 

Venus ionosheath. 

,Bow Shock Ionopause Ionopause Bow Shock 

Fig. 5. Examples of PVO electric field data with strong 30 kHz bursts detected in the ‘Venus 
ionoshcnth (the vcrticnl lines indicntc lhc bow shock and lhc ionopausc crossings). 
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/BOW shock 

Lnbound Outbound 

Fig. 6. PVO position (projected on lhc same plane as Figure 3) at the lime when strong electric field 
30 kHx bunts wcrc dclcclcd:in 67 passes through the Venus ionosheath (from 161). 

PVO MAGNETIC FIELD DATA 

As noted earlier the Mariner 5 mcasurcments contain evidence that the interplanetary magnetic field also experiences noliceable 
changes across lhe intcrmediatc transition. That data indicate lhat in the downstream side of this transition the intensity of lhe 
magnetic field is lower, more irregular, and its direclion shows frequent fluctuations Ill. A rotation of the magnetic field veclor at 
the time when the 38 kHz bursts wcrc dctecled in the Venus ionosheath was noticed in the electric field data of the PVO in orbit 88 
(Figure 3) 151. Indepcndenl cvidcnce of a magnetic field rotation in association with speci.Bc featuresof the Venus ionoshealh was 

Ialcr rcporlcd from the analysis of lhc magnetic field and plasma data of two PVO orbits in the far Venus wake /13/. In this case the 
magnetic field vector is seen to exhibit an orientation more nearly aligned to the Sun-Venus line in that region of the Venus inner 
ionosheath where the velocity field shows a strong lransverse gradient. No substantial change in the magnetic field intensity was 
identified, however, in any of these two later studies and thus the observed variation differs from that reported in the Mariner 5 
cxperimcnl. 

A more extensive investigalion of the PVO magnetic field data 171 has revealed that a rotation of the magnetic field to a direction 
more nearly aligned to lhe Sun-Venus axis, and a subslantial decrease of its intensity, are khanges seen frequently in the inner 
ionosheath across the intermediate transition. In some cases these changes occur suddenly but in others either the direction or lhc 
magnitude of lhc magnetic field, or both, change gradually. From a study of 83 passes of the PVO through the Venus ionosheath with 
strong 30 kHz electric field bursts il was found that lhese variations of the magnetic field are present in nearly 50 % of the cases 
examined. In many olher passes there is also evidence of the magnetic field rotation but an increase (rather than a decrease) of the 
magnetic field intensity in the inner ionosheath accompanies that variation. 

An example that best represents the magnclic field signatures recorded at lhe time when the 30 kHz electric field bursts are 
detected in the Venus ionoshealh is provided by the inbound and outbound passes of the PVO in orbit 87 reproduced in Figure 7. WC 
note, first of all, that strong elcclric field signals in the 38 kHz channel (upper panel) are present upstream from both, the inbound 
and lhc oulbound bow shock crossings (a1 1905 UTand at 2807 LIT respectively). Downstream from both crossings no electric signals 
arc dercctcd until - 1920 UT (inbound) and - 1953 UT (outbound) when intense bursts are again measured. This behavior is 
analogous to that described earlier from the inbound pass of orbit 80 (Figure 3) and lhe outbound pass of orbit 60 (Figure 4) and, as 
shown below, is also consistent with a sudden expansion of the shocked solar wind plasma at the intermediate transition. In both, 
the inbound and oulbound passes, the strong 30 kHz ionoshealh bursts occur well upslream from the ionopause crossings (at 1928 
UT inbound, and al 1944 UT oulbound, rcspcclivcly) and thus are not likely to result from wave activity al that boundary. This is 
better appreciated in lhe 2-dimensional projection of the PVO trajecloly in orbit 87 shown in the upper panel of Figure 8 together 
with representative shapes for the bow shock, lhe ionopause, and the intermediate transition, suitable lo bolh lhe inbound and 
lhe outbound passes in (hat orbit. 

In lhe outbound pass of orbit 87 lhe 30 kHz bursts at 1952-1953 UT occur at the same time the magnetic field intensity drops from 
about 3By upstream to about 107 downstream (upper panel of Figure 7). This change in the maynctic field inlensily is. at least, 
comparable to that observed across the bow shock and leads to values even smaller than those in the frccstream solar wind. The 
direction of lhe magnetic field vector showsat this time a strong rotation from a preferred y-z orientation upstream (on the plane 
perpendicular to the Sun-Venus lint) 10 a direction nearly coincident with the x-axis downstream (lower panels). This strongly 
draped orientation of the magnelic field lines persists throughout the region between the intermediate transition and lhe(oulbound) 
ionopausc crossing, and is very diffcrcnt from that present in the outer ionoshealh (after 1953 UT). In the inbound pass the 
behavior of lhe magnclic field across the intermediate transition is entirely different. Instead of marking a dccrcase of ihc 
magnetic field intensity upstream to low values downstream, the 30 kHz electric bursts occur in a region where the profile of lhe 
magnclic field intensity changes ils slope. Upstream from that location there is a general decrease of lhisquanlily as lhe PVO moves 
inbound through the ionosheath (upper panel in Figure 7). After - 1921 VT, however, the profile levels-off and then increases 
slighlly downstream. In addition, since at this lime the Bx component (directed along lhc Sun-Venus line) increases while lhc 
transverse By component decreases, the magnetic field vector also acquires a draping configuration in chat region of space. 
However, lhis variation occurs more gradually, and is nut as accentualed, as in the outbound pass. 
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Fig. 7. (upper panel) Electric field noise detect&with the 30 kHz channel of 1he electric field 
detector of the PVO together with 1he magnetic field intensity measured in the inbound and 
outbound passes of orbit 87. (lower panels) Magnetic field components B x, By, and B x measured 

during the same passes [The bow shock and ionopause crossings are indicated by the vertical lines 
at - 1905UTand - 1923 UT (inbound) and at - 2CO7 UT and at - 1944 UT (outbound). The 
intcrmediale transition crossings are indicated by the arrows a1 - 1921 UT(inbound) and at - 1953 
UT (outbound)] (from 171). 

The data of orbit 87 are particularly useful because they provide informalion that reveals, even more explicitly lhan that of orbils 80 
(Figure 3) and 60 (figure 4) the sudden changes exhibited by the shocked solar wind across the intermediate transition. The two spectra 
measured in Ihc inbound pass (shown in the left panel at the bottom of Figure 8) describe conditions similar to those usually seen 
upstream and downstream from rhat transilion; namely, strong peak plasma fluxes in the outer ionosheath (spectrum labeled I) and 
weak peak plasma fluxes (and al lower cnergics) in 1he inner ionosheath (spectrum labeled II). These differences are analogous lo 
those found in the ou1bound pass of orbit 60 (Figure 4) where a cycle of plasma measurements was also conducted before and alter 
the brief 30 kl-Ix electric field bursts arc detected. More unusual, howcvcr, are the conditions recorded outbound in orbit 87 (right 
panel at the bottom of Figure 8). In (his case lhc spectrum labeled IV (measured in the outer ionosheath) presents one main peak but 
the spectrum labeled III (measured closer to the planet) is peculiar in 1hat it contains two main maxima. The two main peaks of this 
spectrum have flux intensities comparable to those seen, respectively. in the inner ionosheath (spectrum labeled II in the inbound 
pass) and in the outer ionoshealh (spectrum labeled IV in the outbound pass) and thus appear 10 reflect the conditions present in 
both regions. What makes these measurements particularly important is the fact that the PVO plasma instrument scanned the energy 
range between both main peaks of spectrum III nearly at the lime when the 30 kHz electric field bursts were detected. Thus, as it was 
the cast in the inbound pass of orbit 80 (Figure 3), there is here a notable agreement in the liming of the sudden plasma expansion in 
the inner ionosheath as inferred from measurements conducted with different instruments of the PVO. 

The two magnetic profiles seen in the inbound and outbound passes of orbit 87 (upper panel of Figure 7) are representative of those 
most often found in the data set examined so far. It is possible 1haI they reflect 1he conditions present around different (magnetic) 
latitudinal regions of the Venus ionoshealh. For example, the magnetic profile seen in the inbound pass may correspond to 
locations downstream from the magnetic barrier formed around 1he dayside ionosphere (in this case the enhanced magnetic field 
fluxes mcasurcd bctwcen the intermediate transition and the ionopause are due to that effect). On the other hand, the low 
magnelic field intensilies measured in the outbound pass could result from a local expan&n processaround the magnetic poles of 
the Venus ionopausc (these are 1hc regions around which the interplanetary magnetic field slip over the planet). Support for 1his 
view is obtained from the orientation of the Bk component (transverse to the Sun-Venus line) of the magnetic field present in 
orbit 87. This is reproduced in Figure 9 along the PVO trajectory as the spacecraft moved from the northern 10 the southern 
hcmisphercs. In the oulbound pass the oricnlation of the By component between 1he freestream solar wind (position a) and [he 
intermediate transition (poshion b) is such that the PVO may have moved downstream from the southern magnetic polar region 
(as noted earlier a strong rotation of the magnetic field vector from a preferent x-direction in the inner ionoshealh to (hey and x 
dircctionsin thcouter ionosheath takesplaceal the intermediate transition inihat pass).Thesamecannot be said about the inbound 

WS since, in this case, the B, component experienced a large gradual rotation between the corresponding positions a and b. 
Because of the strong magnetic flcld intensities recorded throughout that pass it is unlikely that the PVO traversed the region 
downslrcam from the northern magnclic pole but, instead, moved downstream from the magnetic barrier (hat forms at lower 
magnetic latitudes around the daysidc ionosphere 
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Fig. 8. (top pancl)Same as Figure 3 for orbit 87. (Lower panels) Ion energy spectra measured with the PVO plasma instrument during 
the two energy scans completed in the inbound (left panel) and outbound (right panel) traversals of the Venus ionosheath in orbit 87 
(The slarting time of each scan is indicotcd in the figure) (from /7/). 
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Fig. 9. Magnetic field vectors measured along the trajectory of the PVO during orbit 87 projected on they-x plane (transverse lo the 
Sun-Venus axis). The positions labeled a and b in both the inbound and the outbound passes correspond, respectively, to the 
freestream solar wind and near the region where the 30 kHz electric field bursts are detected in the inner ionosheath (the arc section 
labeled P indicates the approximate location of the magnetic polar region suitable to the outbound pass) (from n/j. 
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DISCUSSION 

‘l’hc persistent prcscncc of a transition marking sudden changes in the plasma propertics within the Venus ionosheath forces 

important constraintson the intcrpretationof the proccsscs that operatcin that region. The viabilily of chemical phenomena (mass 
loading and charge crchangc collisions) to account for the observed behavior shouldbe evaluated in light of the peculiar nature of the 

changes obscrvcd. One can distinguish at least 2 different aspects of the problem that dcservc consideration. On the one hand the 

basic notion that the effects of chemical processes 114,15/ become increasingly more importanl as the solar wind moves toward 

regions whcrc the planetary neutral population is denser implies configurations where the flow conditions change gradually, not 

suddenly. Within the context of thcsc phenomena it would therefore seem more filling to see that the deficit of solar wind 

momentum (given by the dccrcased flow spccds)bcgins gradually at far away distances from the planet and becomes increasingly 

more important closer to its atmosphcrc/ionosphcrc. Most possibly this type of variation applies adcquetcly lo the far rcachcs 

ofthc Venus plasma environment, cvcn upstream from the bow shock, whcrc no other momentum-removing processes may bc 

opcrativc. However, there is no npparcnt rcnson why the mprc dense neutral populations of lhe planet’s cxosphcre close to the 

planet should product a sudden change in the propcrlicsof theoncoming flow and thus account for the observed plasma transilion 

in the inner ionoshcath. Dctailcd mcasurcmcnls of the mass loading process, particularly upstream from the planet, arc necessary lo 

further examine this issue. 

Equally critical to lhe above argument is_ the fact that the intcrmediatc transition hasnow been identified al both close and faraway 

distances from Vcnus(I’he lowerdistancesbcinggivcnbythcPVOobscrvationsat < 2OtXl km from lheplanet and the larger onesby 

the Mariner 5 and the Venera 9-10 measurements at - loo00 km downstream). This means that the processes that produce it may 

not be particularly dependent on the. local density of lhe neutral populations since the phenomenon occurs when the local nculrnl 

density isboth relatively high (in the region cxamincd by the PVO) or very low (at the distances probed by the Mariner 5). Under 

this circumstance it is difficult lo accept that high neutral densities would be required lo produce the transition or, alternatively, to 

understand why the phenomenon is also present when the local neutral densities are low. 

llathcr than resulting from changes produced locally on the flow by the neutral parlicle populalions the inlcrmediale plasma 

transition seems to require a non-local source such as would be expected from the continuous lransit of plasma disturbances 

generated upstream from the point ofobservation. In thiscase that plasma feature would be present independent of the local density 

of the neutral populations and accuse a dcfinitc association loa specific region of the Venus plasma environment from which the 

disturbances originate. This latter conslraint suggests a property commonly associated with friction phenomena; namciy, the 

distribution of perturbations produced by an obstacle immersed in a fluid. The manner in which this isaccomplished in conventional 

hydrodynamics 1161 is illustrated schematically in Figure 10 for a supersonicflowpast a flat plate. We note that in addition to a front 

shock that arises from the nose of the obslacle thcrc is a second transition, downstream from the shock, which also flares out from 

the obstaclc.‘I’his second transition rcprcscnls the outer boundary of a region, adjacent IO the obstacle, influenced by the friction 

process. Within this region the flow moves slower as a result of the retardation imposed on it by the obstacle: with a Iraction of the 

lost momentum having beendelivered lotheobstacleilself.Theouter boundary of the frictiqn layerseparatestwodifferent regions 

within the shocked llow and appears as a clearly distinct mark in the flow properties. Higher plasma temperatures are expected in the 

vicinity of the obstacle because of the dissipated energy associated with the friction process. This, in turn, produces lhc local expansion 

of the gas so that its pressure matches that of the now oulside the friction layer. The region adjacent to the obstacle is, thcrci’orc, 

characterixcd by gas densities significantly lower than those present outside the friction layer. 

shock 

Fig. 10. Schematic diagram showing the structure of a supersonicviscousilowpast an obstacle as it 

isknownin hydrodynamics. lnaddition toabowshockthereisasecondlransitionmarkingtheouter 

boundary of a Friction layer adjacent to the obstacle (from 1161). 

On the basis of thcsc concepts it is therefore possible to argue that the intermediale transition of the Venus ionosheath may, in fact, 

rcprcsent the outer extent of a friction layer adjacent to the Venus ionopause. The plasma within this layer should be strongly 

affected by perturbations generated at the ionopausc and distributed to the ionosheath downstream. While there is a general 

qualitative resemblance in the geometry and physical properties of the flow in the inner ionosheath with those expected in the 

equivalent hydrodynamicsiluation, it isimportant to point out that the hydrodynamic description rcquircs thecxistcnce ofsuilablc 

mechanisms transferring momentum across the Venus ionoshcath. Thisisan important issue since the collisionless charactcrof 

the solar wind hinders a simple interpretation of the manner in which momentum is exchanged among the various pnrticlc 

populalions. A viable possibility, based on momcnlum scaltering interactions of planetary ions picked up by the solar wind with 

local turbulent wave fields /17,18/, has been recenlly proposed /19/ in connection with the conditions seen at the Mars 

magnctopausc where a similar transferor solar wind momentum seems also to be required 1201. In this view the pickup ions deliver, 

through wave-particle interactionswith the local fields, a fraction ol the solarwind momentum to the slower moving particleswithin 

the friction layer and in the ionosphere. ‘111~ cf~ccls of this process should modify the distribution and dynamics of the particles ia 

both, the ionoshcnth and in the ionosphere, and produce the peculiar character of the shocked solar wind between the 
intermediate transition and the ionopause. More cxtensivc analysts are still required, however, to better substantiotc the 
applicability of this concept. 
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